10 STEPS TO
WINTERIZING
AN RV CAMPER
You don't want your RV damaged by freezing
temperatures, torrential rain or howling winds.

Take a little time to prepare your home on wheels
for the harsh winter months.

1

UNPACK THE CAMPER
Take out all valuables including the contents of the safe
Take out all food items
Remove anything that could succumb to the cold air
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3

DEEP CLEAN YOUR RV
Deep cleaning not only prevents bugs and rodents
sniffing out rogue crumbs but makes the camper trip
ready for next year too.

WINTERIZE COMPOST TOILETS
Simply empty the “pee pot” & give it a deep clean by
rinsing it in a light vinegar and water mixture. Leaving
the composting material unused for months allows
decomposition to continue.

4

ANTI FREEZE WATER SYSTEM

5

WINTERIZE WATER SYSTEM

6

In areas where winters are long and cold, antifreeze is
the most popular way to winterize the water system.

Winterizing a camper with a low pressure air compressor
is a less expensive method & doesn’t use so much
antifreeze.

DISCONNECT THE ELECTRICS
Make sure all electronic appliances and gadgets are
disconnected from their sockets.
Turn off the isolator switches to and from the campervan
batteries.

7

ISOLATE PROPANE TANKS

8

CHECK VENTS AND EXHAUSTS

9

WASH THE CAMPER

10

PARK & STORE

Switch off all the propane tanks. If you use the portable
bottles, disconnect them and remove them if possible.
For fixed propane tanks, shut off the isolator valve.

They make ideal entrance halls for unwanted winter
squatters like bugs and rodents, so cover them well
but remember to keep some ventilation open.

Give your camper a well deserved external valet. Clean
all mirrors, wheels and inside the wheel arches and treat
her to a wax treatment. Don’t forget the awning, the
roof and solar panels too.

Your camper is winterized now and it’s time to park her in
a winter storage spot, all ready for next year.
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